The Network is the story of Afghanistan’s first independent news network, TV100. It launched in 2011, in the heart of Kabul, and within a year had become the largest and most successful news network in Afghanistan, with a reach of over 600,000 people.

The film follows the journey of TVs newscaster, Darya Motavut, who is tasked with reporting on the recent crises in the country.

Despite the challenges, Darya manages to deliver powerful and impactful stories, showcasing the resilience and courage of the Afghan people.

Through her reporting, she becomes a voice of hope and a beacon of light in a time of darkness.

The film is an ode to the power of independent journalism and the role it plays in shaping public opinion and promoting democracy.

Better This World

A film by Darya Motavut

Director: Darya Motavut
Production: Independent News Network TV100

TV100’s first newscaster, Darya Motavut, navigates the tumultuous waters of Afghan politics and conflict, delivering powerful and impactful news stories.

Darya’s reporting, despite the challenges, shines a light on the resilience and courage of the Afghan people.

The film is a testament to the power of independent journalism and its role in promoting democracy and shaping public opinion.
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Part I: Music

1. "Journey to the Unknown"
   - Performed by The Phoenix

Part II: Film

1. "Better This World"
   - Directed by Darya Motavut

Part III: Talks

1. "The Power of Independent Journalism"
   - Panel Discussion

The film "Better This World" follows Darya Motavut’s journey as the first newscaster of TV100, Afghanistan’s independent news network. It showcases her reporting on the recent crises in the country, despite the challenges.

The film is not only a story of journalism, but also a story of hope and resilience, highlighting the power of independent media in shaping public opinion and promoting democracy.
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